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Privacy. According to the
American Heritage Dictionary,
privacy is "The condition of
being secluded or isolated
from others; secrecy."
Privacy is something
each of us needs and hopes
for at some time in our lives.
Heck, it is part of what this
great country was built on —
the idea that segments of
our lives can be kept private
if we so choose was some—
thing our founding fathers
were specific about when
penning "The Constitution"
since it was not something
they were experiencing un—
der British rule.
Even while exceptions
to privacy exist, such as the
fact that "private" lives of
politicians are not kept so
private (but that is some—
thing they knew when they
got involved in the politi—
cal arena in the first place),
there are other places in
our lives when "private"
means just that.
Weare not suppose to
open mail that is not ad—
dressed to us (although each
of us can remember a fam—
ily member or significant
other opening our mail).
And, in this day and age
of fax machines and e—mail,
another form of privacy is
suppose to exist much like
that of the United States Post
Office.
Printed on most fax cover
iNT IS
gs from the Editorial Staff '
sheets is the person‘s name
to whom the fax is to be de—
livered to as well as a para—
graph asking for, and de—
manding, privacy.
However, it has come to
our attention, that on more
than one occasion faxes sent
from our office to the offices
of others are being read by
persons other than those for
whom they are intended.
While this troubles us
deeply, something even
more troubling has oc—
curred. Not only have other
people read our faxes, but
then have taken it upon
themselves to forward our
faxes to other persons not
even located in their offices.
How can we as a minor—
ity demand equal rights
when we cannot even abide
by the laws that have al—
readybeen put into place for
everyone? Would these
people enjoy it if someone
else read their mail and
then, without their knowl—
edge, copied the mail and
sent it to someone else for
whom it was not intended?
Our point is this ... since
apparently folks cannot be
trusted to do their job
(which we‘re sure does not
include leaking information
and reading documents not
intended for them) we will
be more cautious about
what information we fax
and to whom. As for those
who have taken it upon
themselves to read things
not addressed to them,
shame on you!
On an unrelated matter,
the death and murder of
Matthew Shepard in Wyo—
ming has saddened all of us
here at Family & Friends.
It saddens us one, be—
cause another member of
our community, although
not local, has left us; and on
another level because his
passing was so brutal and
totally uncalled for.
It‘s bad enough in this
day and age that a person
cannot go out to a club and
meet people without the
fear of contracting a deadly
disease, but Matthew
Shepard contracted some—
thing much, much worse.
He contracted not just
death, but hatred and severe
brutality.
His alleged murderers
will get something Matthew
never got, a trial of their
peers.
Although they are in jail
at the present time, they will
get to continue to live as the
trials are drug out by attor—
neys. They will get the
chance to plead for mercy,
an appeal if found guilty,
and a chance to be heard.
Matthew Shepard got
none of these things. No one




MBRTto present Blues in the Night
Memphis Black Repertory Theatre continues its
exploration of the many shades of blue with the
musical revue, Blues in the Night. The show is com—
prised of 26 hot and torchy blues numbers, includ—
ing "Lush Life" by Billy Strayhorn, "Wild Women
Don‘t Have the Blues" by Ida Cox and "It Makes
My Love Come Down" by Bessie Smith.
The songs tell the interweaving stories of
three women over the course of one late night
in a Chicago hotel. There is the Lady from the
Road, who was once a famous vaudeville blues
performer; the Woman of the World, who is ac—
customed to being taken care of by men, and
the Girl with a Date, who seeks to forget her pain
and start fresh in the big city. The flirtatious and
cocky Man in the Saloon comments on and com—
plicates their tales.
Originally conceived and directed by Sheldon
Epps, Blues in the Night is the second show of the
Memphis Black Repertory Theatre‘s 1998—1999
Memphis‘ finest vocal talent. The show is anchored by
the smoky elegance of Naomi Moody and the sassy belt—
ing of Barbara Clinton. These wonderful, seasoned vo—
calists are joined by the sizzling song and dance tal—
ents of newcomer Rainey Harris of Murfreesboro,
Tenn. The women find their musical complement in
native Memphian Horace Smith, who sings with se—
ductive warmth and richness.
Blues in the Night will open Friday, Nov. 6, and run
through Sunday, Nov. 22, at Theatreworks, 2085 Mon—
roe. Tickets are $20, with $15 seats available for se—
niors, students, and military. For tickets, please call
the Playhouse on the Square box office at 726—4656.
Show times are Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays
at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 2 p.m.
This is a must—see show for anyone who loves
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Jim Brickman to romance Mid—South
BY PRTRICIA PAIR, PUBLISHER
The lights are low, the candles are lit and there is roman—
tic music playing on the stereo. Chances are it is the music
of Jim Brickman.
A romantic pianist, Brickman, 36, is a man of many tal—
ents whose music flows from his very soul. Two of his most
famous pieces are "The Gift" and "Valentine," sung by
country recording artist Martina McBride.
Born in Cleveland, Ohio, Brickman told Family & Friends
over breakfast recently that he was about four years old
when he began playing the piano.
"I begged my parents to get me a piano because they
didn‘t think I was serious (about music)," he explained.
"There is no music in my family — I‘m the only one. I took
(piano) lessons from a lady down the street who told my
parents I didn‘t have any talent. My mom said, ‘Who cares
if he‘s not good at it. Let him do it if he likes it.""
Although he may just now be becoming a household
name musically, Brickman will make his second appear—
ance in the Memphis area on Thursday, Dec. 3, at The
Orpheum. His first Mid—South appearance was in 1997,
when he performed at the Germantown Performing Arts
Centre.
Brickman‘s Dec. 3 concert will be a holiday show with
native Memphian and contemporary Christian recording
artist Clay Crosse. When asked what the audience could
expect during his Dec. 3 performance, Brickman answered,
"Christmas in Memphis."
What Brickman meant by "Christmas in Memphis," is
the fact that he has redone Memphis radio station WRVR‘s
original tune, "Christmas in Memphis," with Crosse, and
in fact, was recently in Memphis to promote the song on
the radio.
"I usually tour with Anne (Cochran, a friend of
Brickman‘s from high school and an adult contemporary
recording artist in her own right) and Clay (Crosse) will be
with us for the Christmas show. Their voices blend beauti—
fully. I would have to say that about 80 percent of the show
will be holiday music, you know, more emotional, more
traditional music."
The warm, intimate setting of Brickman‘s holiday con—
certs will "evoke the spirit of being in someone‘s home,
listening to good music and sharing good times with
friends," Brickman said. Cochran‘s most recent hit is "Af—
ter All These Years."
"There‘s such a comfortable and fun rapport between
the three of us and the audience," Brickman said, "that they
can tell we‘re really having a good time up there on stage.








   
  







   
  
  




Brickman, who was recently lauded by Billboard maga—
zine as the "cornerstone of adult radio," has become a cul—
tural phenomenon in the past few years, thanks to a num—
ber of incredibly popular song hits, including his solo "An—
gel Eyes," the tender ballad "Valentine"and last year‘s huge
holiday chart—topper "The Gift" (with vocals from Collin
Raye and Susan Ashton).
"I felt I should continue with love songs," the pianist said
explaining how his hit "Valentine" came about. "I kept think—
ing why aren‘t there more love songs about Valentine‘s Day?"
These unabashedly romantic and melodic songs have
made Brickman the first piano star in years to find enor—
mous popular success; his music has evoked such incred—
ible response that his recordings effortlessly crossed over
from adult contemporary and smooth jazz charts to both
country and pop playlists as well.
"Your Love," a song on the album Brickman wrote and




performed with Canadian country music start Michelle
Wright, recently won an award from the Canadian Coun—
try Music Association as Music Collaboration of the Year.
Cochran will sing not only her hit, "After All These
Years," during the holiday concert, but many beloved
Brickman ballads like "Valentine." A familiar part of
Brickman‘s concerts, Cochran and Brickman have been
friends for more than two decades.
The newest addition to this year‘s concert is Dove
Award—winning recording star Crosse, whose own hits have
included "Saving the World" and "He Walked A Mile."
"Clay is a true Southern gentleman and incredibly tal—
ented," Brickman said. "Hehas a powerful and soulful voice."
This year‘s holiday tour, Brickman said, "will take us to
a lot of new cities as well as some of our favorites."
And every new city means new fans for Brickman, who
has become one of the biggest names in adult contempo—
rary music since deciding, several years ago, to follow his
dreams: the former successful commercialjingle writer who
longed for a chance to share his love for romantic music
with others turned his complete attention to his own,
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highly—personal songs and was quickly signed by Windham
Hill Records.
Shooting straight to the top, Jim Brickman has become
one of the most successful artists on the Windham Hill la—
bel and his intimate concerts have sold out venues all over
the country.
In addition to his holiday touring schedule, Brickman is
working on a new album that is expected to be released at the
end of January. "The new album is called Destiny, and will
feature Michael W. Smith singing ‘Love of My Life,‘ Jackie
Valasquez and Herb Albert," he explained. Brickman also is
working on a PBS television special and on taking his show to
Broadway. "Oh, and I will be touring Asia," he added.
For those who would like to sample Brickman‘s music,
they can visit his website at www.windham.com.
Brickman will perform at The Orpheum Theatre Thurs—
day, Dec. 3, at 8 p.m. Tickets are $32.50, $27.50 and $22.50.
Tickets may be purchased at all TicketMaster locations, The
Orpheum Store at Oak Court Mall or The Orpheum Box
Office. Tickets may be charged by phone at (901) 525—1515.
For group discounts or more information call (901) 525—7800.
LIV E IN _C 0 N C E R T
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Wynton Marsalis, orchestra to perform
On Nov. 8, audiences are in for a special treat when the
cool jazz sounds of Wynton Marsalis and the Lincoln Cen—
ter Jazz Orchestra take the A—Train into Memphis for a con—
cert benefiting the Memphis Symphony Orchestra.
Marsalis (conductor, trumpet), the most accomplished
and acclaimed jazz artist andcomposer of his generation
and a distinguished classical musician as well, has been:
instrumental in bringing jazz to the forefront of Ameri—
can culture by force of his intellect, creativity and cha—
risma. He has achieved this through his experience as a
band leader and teacher, while serving as mentor to fu—
ture generations of musicians; by sharing his soul on a
series of brilliant recordings, and through his vision as
artistic director of the internationally—renowned institu—
tion Jazz at Lincoln Center.
First formed in 1988, the Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra
(LCJO) is the official "house band" for Jazz at Lincoln Cen—
ter activities. Under the direction of Marsalis, the orchestra
is dedicated to developing a performance repertory of his—
toric compositions and newly commissioned works for big
band. The LCJO specializes in the music of Duke Ellington,
and its annual presentation of Ellington‘s music at Lincoln
Center has become a cultural highlight of New York City.
The LCJO annually tours the United States and also has
performed across Europe and Asia. Their music is docu—
mented on three recordings produced by Jazz at Lincoln
Center for Columbia/Sony Music, including Portraits of
Ellington (1992), The Fire of the Fundamentals (1993) and
They Came to Swing (1994).
Marsalis and the Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra will per—
f
Wynton Marsalis
Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra
   
form Sunday, Nov. 8, at the Germantown Performing Arts
Centre at 2:30 p.m. Preceding theconcert will be a benefit
brunch held at the Germantown Country Club, beginning
at 11:30 a.m. Musical entertainment at the brunch will be
provided by The Doctors‘ Band. Tickets for the benefit con—
cert are $40 and tickets for the benefit brunch are $35 per
person. For more information call (901) 324—3627
 
First off, we wish to correct the FAIRVIEW LIQUOR
STORE owner‘s name as seen in last month‘s Bulletin ...
the correct spelling is GREG MAUCELLI Thanks Greg for
your support.
Hats off and a big thank you go out to RICHARD
BURKES for all his hard work and long—time commitment
to FEAST FOR FRIENDS.
DABBLES did a wonderful job with their 7th annual
WORLD OF PASSION, held on Oct. 11, they raised more
than $7,000 for FRIENDS FOR LIFE.
Also, on Oct. 11, CALVARY EPISCOPAL donated all the
offerings of their 10THANNUALECUMENICALSERVICE
OF PRAYER AND HEALING. The more than $1,100 was
split between FEAST FOR FRIENDS and FRIENDS FOR
LIFE.
ONE MORE hosted OFF THE WALLSept. 26 and to date
has raised more than $3,000 to be split equally between
LOVINGARMS and FEAST FOR FRIENDS. Thanks for all
your effort JO and KELLL
MTV showed up at BACKSTREET on Oct. 1 with their
film crew. They were taping a segment of "Sex in the 90‘s."
Family & Friends was there to capture them a story in this
issue.
SHEILA TANKERSLY of LOVING ARMS invites every—
one out to their open house Sunday, Nov. 8, from 3 to 7
p.m. They are putting the finishing touches on their new
facility, located at 1233 Peabody at the corner of Peabody
and Bellevue.
HOLY TRINITY COMMUNITY CHURCH moved into
their new location at 3430 Summer Ave. on Nov. 1. Their
new phone number is 320—9376.
Sympathy and condolences go out to AMNESIA owner
FRANK COOPER on the loss of his step—father.
Another note: We met with MAGY representatives
JENNY and BEN recently. They have many things planned
and in the works so stay tuned to Family & Friends for more
information on these activities. It‘s important to note that
these young people are very vital to our community. Please


















I just came off vacation,if
that‘s what you want to call
it. My vacation consisted of
a trip to the O.R. and a
nights stay in the hospital. It
would have been nice to
spend it on the beach en—
hancingmy tan. This wasn‘t
an option for me. I do with—
out things I‘d like to have;
they are simply not necessi—
ties but luxuries. To spend
my entire vacation in pain
and immobile was a wel—
come activity because I‘ve
finally gotten what I‘ve
worked and saved so hard
for so many years.
It has taken me 16—plus
years of saving to get here.
It‘s been hell for me and
hard on my family. I love
them more than anyone
could ever imagine. I‘ve
spent the last 18 years try—
ing to shelter my mom from
all of it. I‘ve even put offmy
medical transition even
though I was set legally. I‘ve
always feared losing them
or their love for me decreas—
ing in some way. We‘ve al—
ways been very close, my
two sisters, my mother, and
me. Even though we didn‘t
always have much or
enough time to spend with
each other, the love and un—
derstanding could always
be felt.
I waited until after my
surgery to tell my mother. I
never told her aboutmy first
surgery, I got my sister to do
that. I thought the news
would be lighter coming
from my sister. My mother
never acted like she knew.
But now I‘ve come to the
crossroad in my life where I
have to be acceptedby them
and they must respect me
for who I am now. I reluc—
tantly wrote her a letter so
that I could say all the things
I needed to say. Maybe it
was the cheesy way out but
I had to do it this way in or—
der to express how I felt and
to ensure I didn‘t leave any—
thing out. I always hated to
hear my mother cry. It
would cut through me like
a double—edged sword.
I didn‘t checkmymail for
a few days because I knew
her reply would be there
and I didn‘t want to hear
how hurt she was. She is the
most caring human being
and rather fragile when it
comes to the people she
loves. She sent me a card
with this little jumping
turtle on it. It was adorable
and her note was "I love you
my baby, don‘t ever let any—
one or anything come be—
tween us" She stated that
she was hurt but she would
work through it. She loved
me and that‘s all that mat—
tered, I was still her baby.
I‘ve never felt such relief in
my life. I thought the sur—
gery would bring me the re—
lief I needed but after hear—
ing that, I knew what relief
really was. Now I feel as
though I‘ve got it all. I‘m
broke, complete, and I have
the most wonderful mother
and family on the planet. I
am truly happy.
I‘ve learned quite a bit in
the last few months. One
being, anyone who thinks
that having someone cut on
you in the most private
places is "elective" surgery,
think again. It‘s more of a
matter of life surgery. You
have NO idea the pain in—
volved. Two, I‘ve underesti—
mated so many people in
my life and their love for me.
It‘s getting to the point
where I tell people and their
reply is "so, what‘s your
point?" And three, if your
family loves you and you
have open communication
with them, you can tell them
 
anything. They will likely
freak out on you and say
hurtful things because they
are hurt. When the smoke
clears, all that matters is that
they love you. They will get
used to your change or
lifestyle if you show them
this is right for you, no mat—
ter what it is.
If my mother can handle
me, your coming out should
be gravy. Bite the bullet and
do it. Don‘t try to stay in the
closet, you‘ll only make
yourself miserable and pro—
long the inevitable. When
you‘re comfortable with
your decision, grab your
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What is going on at
Friends for Life?
BY PATRICIA PAMIZ, PUBLISHER
[4
ANITA MOYT, EDITOR
Hearing whispers throughout the community and hav—
ing read stories in a Memphis gay newspaper, Family &
Friends decided to find out whatis really going on at.Friends
for Life.
"Friends for Life was founded in 1985, as the Aid To
End AIDS Committee by a local gay/lesbian group
called The Queen‘s Men," explained TomRoden,
executive director of Friends for Life AIDS
Resource Center in Memphis, in an inter—
view with Family & Friends in September
1998. "There were no federal assistance
programs at that time, such as HOPWA
(Housing Opportunities for Persons With
AIDS) or Ryan White (Fund)."
Roden alsonoted that FFL has a three—
fold mission, "service, education and ad—
vocacy."
"From the beginning, we have felt that
providing services to PWAs was of paramount
importance, mostly because in the early days, there
was no one else around to do that," he said. "AIDS is un—
like any other illness in the history of the world because it
devastates you in so many spheres of your life. So, Friends
for Life has been a support system for people with HIV,
helping with rent and utilities and prescriptions and food
and support groups and a vast array of services."
It is easy to see why FFL is vital to the gay and lesbian
community in the Memphis area. Therefore, Family &
Friends found an article in the Triangle Journal News, pub—
lished in the August 1998 edition, to be at the very least
shocking. The headline read, "Friends For Life Threatened
by Grant Loss." The article was writtenby Allen Cook, TJN
co—editor (and we‘ve been told former interim executive
director of FFL prior to Roden‘s employment with the
agency).
The article read, "Three grants totaling hundreds of thou
sands of dollars and funding at least five positions may be
pulled due to lack of strategic planning, inadequate per—
sonnel qualifications and lack of reporting.
"A major federal grant from the Department of Hous—
ing and Urban Development (HUD) called Housing Op—
portunities for Persons With AIDS (HOPWA) apparently
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will not be awarded to Friends for Life as expected," the
article continued.
Finding the fact that FFL had lost that much funding
disturbing, F&F contacted Roden. Much to our dismay, F&F
found that the letter from Allison Delugach, HOPWA ad—
ministrator United Way of the Mid—South, and Mary—Knox
A. Lanier, compliance manager with the City of Memphis,
informing FFLthat the agency would not getHOPWAfund—
ingwasn‘t even received by Roden until Aug. 3, 1998, days
after the TJN article was published.
According to the TJN article, the reason for the loss of
HOPWAfunding was a late application. "Sources tell
TJN that the first—round grant application for |
1999 funding was late," the article read.
However, according to the actual letter
from Delugach and Lanier, the reason for the
loss of funding was "A number of factors fig—
ured into the decision. These included, but.
were not limited to the following points. Re—
quests for funding totaled approximately .
$800,000 while roughly $500,000 was avail—
able (includingfunds being reprogrammed |
from this past year). Several of the applica—
tions requested funds to provide the same or
similar services — case managementand emergency
housing assistance. Committee members decided to
award full funding to Family Services of the Mid—South to
provide a comprehensive case management and emergency
housing program for persons living with AIDS. The com—
mittee felt that duplication of services should be avoided
and adequate funding should be provided to make the pro—
gram feasible. Consequently, no other agencies in Mem—
phis received funding for these services."
In F&F‘s September interview with Roden, he stressed,
"Friends for Life has lost only one grant, and that is the
HOPWA funding," he said. "However, we did submit two
separate grant proposals to the HOPWAgrant review com—
mittee, but one of those was for a new program, and was
not a continuation of previous funding. Our administra—
tion of the HOPWAmoney has been exemplary, and I have
the site visit reports to back that up. In fact, last year our
spreadsheet tracking of clients and funds was so good that
Katherine Lambert at United Way asked me ifI minded for
these to be used as a prototype for other funded HOPWA
proposals."
In addition, Roden said loss of the HOPWA funds were |







going to be felt.
"I don‘t want to downplay the importance of HOPWA
funds to the people we serve, because obviously it is going
to make a difference," he stressed. "Those funds were the
largest source of our emergency rent and utility assistance
to people with AIDS. However, HOPWA is not the only
money available for assistance. We have a program for on—
going rent/utility assistance, which is called Tenant Based
Rental Assistance, which helps PWAs pay their rent every
month, rather than just on an emergency onetime—only ba—
sis. In addition, we have two grants that support our food
and nutrition program, one that supports our volunteer pro—
gram and an education/prevention grant."
According to the TJN article, another grant was also in
jeopardy. "Another large federal grant, the Ryan White
Fund, is also in trouble," the article read. "According to a
letter sent to Friend for Life Executive Director Tom Roden,
Ryan White money is being held because the FFL client ser—
vices director does not meet the qualifications required to
administer the funds."
(Editor‘s Note: As ofOctober 9, 1998, Roden said no onefrom
TJN had even attempted to contact him about any ofthefunding
losses.)
Roden quickly shed light on the Ryan White Fund. "The
RyanWhite funds were not lost, they were withheld pend—
ing the submission of certain reports and documents to the
Ryan White Consortium, and I believe we have resolved
that problem. I received a Ryan White check in the mail
yesterday for services we provided in July.
"One of the requirements for an agency to get Ryan
White Title 2 funds is that the supervision of case manag—
ers has to be done by a person with a certain level of edu—
cation and/or experience," Roden noted. "Now, one thing
needs to be clear. I did not hire an unqualified person. I
moved a very qualified social worker at Friends for Life
into a role of supervision when our director of client ser—
vices relocated to another state. I did this to maintain the
continuity of our services, and because I was familiar with
the quality of this social worker‘s work. Embarrassingly, I
simply did not remember at that time the supervision re—
quirements for Ryan White, which require four years ex—
perience that this person did not have. I have agreed to
meet these supervision requirements by Oct. 15."
What Roden said he found disturbing "is what I see here
in Memphis as a trend to remove federal AIDS funding
away from the traditional AIDS service organizations to
larger organizations, where PWAs are not the primary fo—
cus of their service or mission. I hope that people withAIDS
do not suffer as a result of this. I don‘t think you can get
away from the grass roots and not see a difference. Friends
for Life‘s only business is AIDS. It always has been, and
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always will be. One—third of our staff are PWAs. My part—
ner died of AIDS and a was a client at Friends for Life. Ev—
eryone here has been dramatically affected in one way or
another by this illness. I think this makes a big difference
in how you identify with PWAs, and ultimately how well
their needs are met." C
FFL provided F&F a copy of its latest IRS Return of Or—
ganization Exempt from Income Tax. This returns shows
of the money FFL received, approximately 18 percent goes
to management and general expenses and the remaining
82 percent goes to program services.
During FFL‘s last fiscal year, the agency had six govern—
ment grants that provided $448,000 to various types of pro—
grams at FFL, out of the organization‘s total budget of about
$694,000. "We also received $30,000 in gifts and donations
from the community, and our board raised about $100,000
to support the agency," Roden added. "The balance of rev—
enue came from fundraisers such as the Billie Holiday show
and the Three Men and The Lady program at Brooks."
FEL doesn‘t completely rely on federal grants, which
have to be reapplied for on a yearly basis with no guaran—
tee of continued funding, nor does FEL spend all the funds
on assisting people with AIDS.
The FFL director‘s fee of $38,000 is included in the man—
agement and general expenses. After doing a web search
of other HIV/AIDS organizations, the average director‘s
fee was $75,000 and ranged from $50,000 to $125,000. In
other words, FFL‘s director is paid far below the average
for this type of agency.
"Friends for Life currently has 15 people employed,"
Roden said in his September interview. "This includes five
social workers (case managers), one housing director (part—
time), four educators, one volunteer coordinator, one
fundraising coordinator, onebusiness office manager (part—
time), one food pantry coordinator (part—time) and me. Our
payroll is about $200,000 per year, and we are really ‘lean‘
as far as our administrative costs are concerned. We are
really blessed with wonderful volunteers. We have a vol—
unteer base of 300 people, who help us at various times
with various jubs, from answering the phones, cleaning the
building, mowing the lawn, doing the accounting work,
cooking and serving at the dinners, putting food bags to—
gether and other ways. Our volunteer hours are equiva—
lent to an additional three or four staff people, if you want
to look at it that way.
"We also have an array of services not connected with
grants, like clothing bank, legal services, support groups,
Feast for Friends dinners, AIDS hotline and others," Roden
continued. "Friends for Life will continue to be the major
Sée Friends for Life, Page 12
 
 
Cooler weather means classes at MBG
With the cooler weather finally falling on Memphis, the
yards and gardens begin to show off their fall colors. What
a better time to take in one of the many educational oppor—
tunities provided by the Memphis Botanic Gardens, located
at 750 Cherry Road in Audubon Park.
Some of the subjects to be covered in the fall workshops
are landscape design, organic gardening tips, garden win—
terizing ideas, and holiday floral designs.
Memphis Botanic Gardens will be offering its popular
Landscape Design class to the public on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, Nov. 5, 10, 12, 17 and 19, from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Landscape Design offers hands—on advice on solving home
landscaping problems. Taught by Russ Adsit, FASLA, this
workshop will cover principles of landscape design, selec—
tion, and use and care of plant materials. Each student will
complete a plan of their own property. All necessary sup—
plies will be provided. The cost of this course is $70 for
nonmembers and $55 for members. This class is limited to
15 participants.
Memphis Botanic Garden invites everyone to ex—
plore organic gardening and "healthy" garden prac—
tices with them.
Robert LaRue of the Mid—South Organic Network will
teach three classes on basic gardening from the "natural"
viewpoint. In the first class, held Monday, Nov. 2, from 6
to 8 p.m., he will discuss the importance of drainage, the
differences in soil types, the effect of pH and how a plant
grows. In the second session, held Wednesday, Nov. 4,
from 6 to 8 p.m., he will outline proper bed preparation,
garden layout to provide the most efficient and highest
yielding garden and fertilization. The last class, held Sat—
urday, Nov. 7, from 10 a.m. to 12 noon, will be both in—
doors and outdoors. It will cover healthy garden mainte—
nance. This includes weed control as well and insect and
disease control measures.
The cost of these workshops is $6 each class for non—
members and $4 each class for members.
Finally, Memphis Botanic Gardens offers everyone a
garden lesson at lunchtime in their Brown Bag Lunch Se—
ries. This series is free and no reservations are required.
Feel free to bring your lunch and munch as you learn. They
are held on the first Wednesday of each month.
On Wednesday, Nov. 4, from noon to 1 p.m., Vicki
Armstrong will talk on "Winterizing the Garden."
"Holiday Floral Designs" will be the subject of the Dec.
2 Brown Bag Lunch Series. This meeting will also be held
from noon to 1 p.m. Mary Winton, the preeminent floral
designer and instructor in the Memphis area, will present
the workshop.
For information or reservations on any of these work—
shops, please call 685—1566, ext.106. Just because the sum—
mer is gone doesn‘t mean you have to get out of the garden
and stop enjoying all the wonderful things there. If you
need any assistance whatsoever with your garden, call the




provider of services to the AIDS community because we
are continually seeking out new sources of funding and
new ways to help PWAs, whether these are government
grants or foundations or private sources."
The program services provided by FFL included help—
ing 790 clients with rent, utilities, prescriptions and food,
as well as holding support groups. It also included the cost
of staff and materials for education and prevention target—
ing specific high—risk groups about HIV/AIDS. The effects
of education can be seen in the fact that gay men as a group,
over the past 15 years, have taken responsibility and made
significant behavior changes resulting in this group no
longer being at the top of the HIV/AIDS list.
Roden did admit that FFL has to begin to search for ways
to reduce its dependence on federal monies.
"Rightnow the board is working on a long—range strate—
gic plan, because that is something most granting agencies
require, and, besides, it helps give you direction for the
future," he explained. "You have to understand, however,
that for a non—profit like FFL, ‘long—range‘ means three
years. One thing is certain, though. We have to reduce our
dependence on federal grant funds in some way. Also, we
are doing some studies on the changing demographics of
AIDS, and we are already shifting our focus to take these
into account.
"We will be looking at AIDS as a long—term illness for
most people," he added. "I believe we will shift away from
the concept of ‘emergency‘ help to PWAs and look more at
long—term support, especially in the area of housing. I be—
lieve we also will be looking at job training and rehabilita—
tion, as people with HIV seek to re—enter the work force."
All in all, Roden said he wants readers of F&F to be—
come advocates of people with AIDS.
"I want your readers to be advocates for people living
with AIDS," he explained. "And, especially so if you are a
reader who has AIDS. I‘m talking about something entirely
different from supporting FFL. We are always eternally
grateful for that. What I‘m talking about, though, is shap—
ing the destiny of people with AIDS in this city. Whether
it‘s in development of vaccines or treatments or drugs, or
in the amount of funds that Congress appropriates, or in
which agency the grants are awarded to. Sometimes that
means writing a letter to a senator or congressman, or plac—
ing a phone call; sometimes that means wearing a red rib—





2866 Poplar Ave 1278 Jefferson
454—1366 276—8078
Closed Mon—Wed Noon till 3 a.m. 7 days a
Thur.—Sun. 8 p.m. to 3 am.
_
week
Autumn Street Pub The Jungle
1349 Autumn 1474 Madison
274—8010 278—4313
Closed Mon.—Tues. 3 p.m. till 3 a.m. 7 days a
Wed.—Sun. 1 p.m.till 3 a.m. —week.
Madison Flame 501 Club
1588 Madison 111 North Claybrook
278—9839 274—8655
Mon.—Thur. 5 p.m. till 2 am. Noon till 3 a.m. 7 days a
Fri & Sat 5 p.m. till 3a.m. week




égiilzfézdlson Mon. &Wed. 11 a.m. till 2 a.m.
Tues., Thur.—Sat. 11 am.—3 a.m.
lMon.-Sat. 11 a.m. till 3 a.m.,
Sun. noon till midnight
‘Sun. 9:30 a.m. till3 a.m.
Auditions set for 2
Playhouse productions
Playhouse on the Square has announced auditions for
You Can‘t Take It With You. The play will run March 12
through April 11.
Auditions will be held Monday, Nov. 23, and Tuesday,
Nov. 24, at 7 p.m. at Playhouse on the Square, located at 51
South Cooper in Overton Square. The casting call is for
seven women and 12 men from early 20s to elderly.
Please note that you must be available for a limited num—
ber of weekday morning matinees.
On Monday, Dec. 7, and Wednesday, Dec. 9, at 7:30 p.m.,
Playhouse on the Square will hold auditions for Cabaret. This
musical will run April 23 through May 23. Rehearsals begin
March 23. Approximately 12 men and 12 women are needed.
If you are interested in auditioning for Cabaret, you are
asked to bring 16 bars of a prepared song. An accompanist
will be provided. Please dress to dance.
For more information, please call 725—0776.
 
Chaos The Other Side Club
60 South Front Street 3883 Hwy 45 N
578—VIBE Jackson TN
901—668—3749
Sun. — Thur. 5 p.m. till mid—
night —
Fri .. 5 p.m. till 3 a.m.
and Sat. 7 p.m. till 3 a. m.
Mon. 8 p.m. till 1 a.m.
Tues.—Wed. Closed
Thur. 9 p.m. till 2 a.m.
Fri. 11 p.m. till 3 a.m.
Sat. 11 p.m.till 6 a.m.
Sun. 9:30 p.m. till 2 a.m.
J—Wag‘s
Backstreet 1268 Madison
2018 Court Street 725—1909
276—5522 Open 24 hrs, 7 days a week
Mon. 8 p.m.till 3 a.m.
ClosedTues. & Wed. Pipeline Memphis
Thur. 8 p.m. till 3 a.m. 1382 Poplar
Fri. & Sat. 8 p.m. till 6 am. 796—5263
Sun. 8 p.m. till 3 a.m. 2 p.m.—3a.m., 7 days a week
Learn Memphis history
on walking tours
Walking tours share Memphis‘ heritage with the new
resident as well as the born—and—bred Memphian.
A Downtown Guided Walking Tour is scheduled for
Saturday, Nov. 7 Discover the spot where Clarence
Saunders‘ first Piggly Wiggly grocery store (affectionately
known as "The Pig") once stood. Learn which was Mem—
phis‘ first skyscraper and marvel at period architectural art
on Main Street. The tour begins at 2 p.m. at the Magevney
House, 198 AdamsAvenue, and ends at 4 p.m. Cost is $5.50
for Museum System members and $7 for non—members.
The Victorian Village Walking Tour is planned for Sat—
urday, Nov. 14. Take a journey back in time to the Victorian
era as you stroll along tree—lined AdamsAvenue, once called
"Millionaire‘s Row," with its stately Victorian mansions and
storied past. Learn about the architectural style of some of
the oldest and grandest homes in Memphis. Tours of the
Mallory—Neely and Woodruff—Fontaine Houses are in—
cluded. The tour beings in the carriage house of the Mallory—
Neely House, 652 Adams Avenue, at 2 p.m. and concludes
at 4 p.m. Cost is $7.50 for MuseumSystem and APTAmem—
bers and $9 for non—members.
Pre—registration is required for both walking tours. Call
523—1484 to register or for more information. And don‘t for—





















































































































ABOVE: Posing for the
camera were Mark of
Nashville, left, and Jim.
RIGHT: Shane and his
faithful companion
anjoyed the sunshine.
ABOVE Paige and her
canine played in Plough
Park. LEFT: Kenny was
on—hand to grill up some
greattasting picnic fare.
  
   
enjoyed an afternoon in











Dinner: Sun.—Thur., 5 p.m. till 10 p.m.




Mon.—Fri., 11 a.m. till 3 a.m.




Lunch: Mon.—Fri., 11:30 a.m. till 2 p.m.









Mon.—Thu., 11 a.m. till 10 p.m.
Fri.,.11 a.m. till 11 p.m.
Sat., 11:30 a.m. till 11 p.m.
Sun., 11:30 a.m. till 10 p.m.
The Bourbon Street Cafe




Champagne Brunch: Sun., 11:30 a.m.till 2 p.m.
Dinner: Sun.—Thur., 5 p.m. till 10 p.m., and Fri. & Sat.,









Mon.—Sat., 11 a.m. till 2 a.m,




Lunch: 11 a.m.till 2 p.m., 7 days a week
Dinner: Mon.—Thur., 5 p.m. till 1 a.m.




Lunch: 11 a.m.till 2:30 p.m., 7 days a week
Dinner: Sun.—Thur., 5:30 p.m. till 10 p.m., and Fri. & Sat., 5:30
p.m. till 11 p.m.
Molly Gonzales‘ La Casita Mexican Restaurant
2006 Madison Ave.
(901) 726—1873
Lunch and Dinner: Mon.—Thur, 11 a.m.till 10 p.m., Fri., 11 am.




Open 11 a.m. to 3 a.m. seven days a week, year—round.








Mon.—Sat., 11 a.m. till 3 a.m.










THURSDAvs. DOORS OPEN AT 10 p.m.
FRIDAYS:
SATURDAYS: DARE 2 B U!




























Advice on everything, and we mean EVERYTHING!
 
   
Ema/ear UP
  My partner and I (he‘s 32, and I‘m 36) have been to—gether for six years. During this time we have spent ourmoney very differently. He prefers to spend his on ex—pensive vacations, going out to fine restaurants, or buy—ing expensive clothes. I prefer to buy antiques, and makea home. I have had a great many things given to me,mostly family heirlooms. During an argument, he saysthat once we have been together for seven years, half ofeverything that we own (even if it was mine to begin with)is rightfully his. This makes me both sad and angry. I donot want to split up with him, but if for some reason wedid, I see no reason why he should get half of my things.A lot of those things have been in my family for a longtime, and others I have worked very hard for. I am not amean person, but if we split up, my feeling is that whatis his would be his and what‘s mine would be mine. Ev—erything else we could split equally. Do you know if thereare any laws regarding gay couples separating and di—viding up property? Should I be concerned? Any infor—mation would be most appreciatedWhen it comes to separation, gay and lesbian couplesare not subject to the same laws. Your lover is correct — atleast partly — when he talks about property being consid—ered communal. In many places, after having been mar—ried or after living together for a set period time (it differsfrom state to state), a couple who are separating must di—vide their property evenly, regardless of who paid for what.But that law applies only to heterosexuals, not to gay andlesbian couples. As far as the courts are concerned, no mat—ter how long two people of the same sex have been together,© theymight as wellhave been justroommates all those years.The courts‘ view can change depending on the situation(as in one partners claiming ownership of property fol—lowing the death of the other), but right now we‘re talkingabout instances of breaking up. While going to court wouldbe a big headache for you, and cause a great deal of emo—tional pain, the chances of him getting any of your inher—ited things would be almost nonexistent. Under the lawhe‘s entitled to leave with only what he brought into therelationship or bought while you were together. However,be aware that purchasing a home, a car, or any significantpurchase that might include a co—signer or show dual own—ership, might give him some recourse, but only on thoseitems.The legal question here isn‘t the most important thing.I‘m more concerned about why you would want to remain
meefi sorgeone to
with a man who would even think of issuing threats against
your property during an argument. From your description
of how your lover chooses to spend his money, he comes
across as a spoiled little boy who wants to spend his money
on himself and let you spend yours on things to make him
comfortable. When you question this, his first response is
to threaten you. This is not the behavior of someone who is
likely to be a positive life partner for you. Rather than think—
ing solely aboutthe legal aspects of this relationship, please
take time to consider also the emotional price you‘re pay—
ing being with this man. Think about his behavior and his
treatment of you, and do it honestly. Don‘t make excuses
for him. Don‘t let any fears you might have of the pain of
separation or of being alone hold you back. You might de—
cide you can make it work with him, but you might also
find that showing him the door might make you a lot hap—
pier in the long run. 
Questions are answered by two people, a gay male and a les—
bian, in an attempt to get the best and mostfair answers possible.
Each person has a bachelor‘s degree in the counselingfield and
are pursuing their master‘s degrees in counseling. The opinions
expressed are not necessarily those of the magazine. For serious
problems, seek professional help. Send questions to Family &






























Feast for Friends extends helping hands
BY ANITA MOYT, EpITOR
Feast for Friends has been quite busy ministering to the
needs of our community. A picnic, a food program and hot
dinners have done more than just feed those individuals
with HIV/AIDS.
On Sept. 26, children played, chased butterflies, smelled
the wildflowers and picked muscadines from the trees.
Moms satback and watched their little ones run about safely
in the great outdoors with no big—city fears.
Ed Brandon, FFF and Food Pantry coordinator, and vol—
unteers hosted the women and their children from Loving
Arms to a picnic and day in the park. This excursion to
Village Creek State Park in Forest City, Ark., saw almost 50
volunteers and guests relax and enjoy a day away from the
big city of Memphis.
Brandon plans to repeat this picnic in the spring of 1999
and again in the fall of 1999. Keep that in mind should you
like to help out next spring. Volunteers are welcome.
Feast for Friends, a part of Friends for Life, is the only
food pantry serving individuals with HIV/AIDS in Shelby,
Fayette and Tipton counties in Tennessee. Brandon, who
has administered this program for four years now, strives
to provide each of his clients a nutritionally—balanced sup—
ply of food geared toward the individual with HIV‘s needs.
Brandon said, "It is less expensive to eat at home; food
stamps only go so far." This pantry helps pick up the slack
for the clients living on a limited budget.
Brandon praised all the volunteers that help out Feast
for Friends in so many ways. He noted that some of the
volunteers also are clients. "The volunteer experience is
beneficial to both client and volunteer," he said. "Much
satisfaction comes from improving the quality of life for
another." Brandon praised the work of John Hill, Friends
Picnic goers enjoyed a day in Arkansas.
information on anz of Feast for Friends activities.
  
   
Feast for Friends hosted Loving Arms for a day of
picnics, rest and relaxation.
for Life volunteer coordinator, for his computer skills and
time to monitor the paperwork and reports for Feast for
Friends. "John is a breath of fresh air and a good coordina—
tor," Brandon stated. £
The food pantry hours are Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays, from 1 to 4 p.m. Every Thursday morning, trucks
arrive to deliver food to the pantry, located in the base—
ment level of Friends for Life, 1450 Poplar Ave. Beginning
Nov. 1, the center will begin twice monthly food dispatches
to clients. This will double the amount of food that will
have to be unloaded from delivery trucks, stocked, boxed,
and distributed to clients. Brandon stated that anyone who
would like to volunteer, even a couple of hours a month, is
most welcome and most needed.
Food sources for Feast for Friends include the Food Bank,
corporate donations from such companies as D. Canale, and
private donations. Brandon said private donations of goods
often include hygiene items such as razors, shaving cream,
toothbrushes and toothpaste, deodorant, toilet paper—
items the food bank does not supply nor can be purchased
with food stamps by the client.
Volunteers are welcome at Friends for Life and Feast for
Friends during regular business hours of 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Besides the food pantry, Feast for Friends prepares and
serves clients and guests a hot meal two times a month.
The event is held at St. John‘s United Methodist Church,
located at the corner of Peabody and Bellevue. Doors open
at 6 p.m. and dinner is served at 6:30 p.m. Our whole com—
munity is invited to join in at the dinner table. The dinners
are free, and contributions are accepted. Often, individu—
als, organizations, or businesses sponsor dinners. For the
remaining year of 1998, dinners are scheduled for Nov. 2
and 16, and Dec. 7 and 21. Thanksgiving dinner will be
served on Nov. 16, and Christmas dinner will be served
Dec. 21.
Please contact Ed Brandon or John Hill at 272—0855
should you like to volunteer, donate goods or need more
 
LifeWalk 2000 is planned for November 7
What if you tuned in your radio today area # 4 near the stables; look for
and heard, "In the news today...a cure for ; the signs. Registration will start at
HIV and AIDS?" Unfortunately, this is Walle 2000 9 am. and the walk/run will kick
not the case for today, and those affected off at 10 a.m. Afterwards, hangout
by HIV and AIDS need your help. for a while with your family and
Lifewalk 2000 is a non—profit organi— friends at the post—walk celebration.
zation dedicated to this fight. Their aim Prizes and awards will be given out
is prevention through education, on a to those participating as runners.
local and national level, to provide sup— Pre—registration is also available;
port to those already infected, both di— registration forms are available at KISS
rectly and through those organizations 107.5 FM, Seessels, The Deliberate
already assisting them, and to unite on Literate, Mid—Town Video, orby call—
a national level groups and organiza— ing 259—1920, ext. 144.
tions that are dedicated to this cause. It This is a pledge fundraiser. All
is their primary aim to create a loving en— participants pay a $10 registration
vironment of dignity, respect and hope for fee and are encouraged to raise a( as





andAIDS. turning in $25 or more in pledges
Please join in this mission on Saturday, at the Walk/Run will receive a T—
Nov. 7, for Memphis Aids Walk ‘98 at shirt.
Shelby Farms, for a 5K walk/run. You can find them at We look forward to seeing you, rain or shine, on Nov. 7
¥JOAT IR
NEWTUN
vou ¥ SERVE ALL
MEMPHIS
Please present this ad for a Complimentary
Collectible Souvenir with an entree or
merchandise purchase.
Limit one per guest. Offer not valid with groups.
Offer expires 6/30/99















Consortium membership can ease loneliness
Have you ever felt completely alone and that your voice
«was not being heard by anyone? That can stop if your con—
‘cerns are in reference to HIV/AIDS service delivery in
Memphis/Shelby County.
The Advocacy Committee of the Southwest Tennes—
see HIV/AIDS Care Consortium is available to assist per—
‘sons living with HIV/AIDS in several ways to assure
that their voices can be heard. One of the purposes of
the Advocacy Committee is to mediate client/agency
conflict resolution and to assist any client who has a prob—
lem with an agency.
Other activities of the committee include helping per—
sons living with HIV/AIDS in accessing needed services,
sharing updated medical information and promoting HIV/
AIDS issues within the general community.
The committee welcomes you to become a member. It
meets monthly and is an excellent way for you to become
involved in the community and to meet other concerned
people just like you.
For more information or if you have had aproblem with
receiving services from an agency in the city and need as—
sistance in dealing with this issue, please contact Anthony
Fox at the United Way of the Mid—South at 543—5832.
Planetarium offers viewing
Look at the stars at the Sharpe Planetarium, located in
the Memphis Pink Palace Museum. Not an inside look, but
an outside one.
On Saturday, Nov. 21, telescopes will be set up on the
palace lawn for public viewing of the celestial skies and a
close—up of the waxing crescent moon. The cloud bands,
moons of Jupiter and the planet Saturn and its rings will
also be visible. See the constellations Cassiopeia, the Sum—
mer Triangle and Pegasus.
Admission is free and telescopes, binoculars, picnics and
lawn chairs are encouraged. Pets, radios and alcohol are
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— Circuit to prbduée
C.S. Lewis classic
Magic, mystery and ad—venture beckon in The Lion,the Witch and the Wardrobe onthe Circuit Playhouse StageNov. 13 to Dec. 23.Thousands of children inthe Mid—South have thrilledto the adventures of thePevensie children as theycrawl through the old ward—robe in an English countrymansion and emerge intothe magical world ofNarnia! And thousands ofMid—South parents andgrandparents have been en—chanted by the rapt faces oftheir youngsters whowatched in delight and dis—may as the great lion, Aslan,battles the evil Cruelies andtheir leader, the wicked‘White Witch.
This year the full two—hour version of the showwith all of the wonderfulsongs will be presented. Sobring a child you care aboutand spend an afternoon ofenchantment as this musicalfantasy, based on thechildren‘s class by C. S.Lewis, works its magicagain.Performances of The Lion,the Witch and the Wardrobe,which is sponsored by Tar—get Stores and WMC—AM790, are 7 p.m. Nov. 13 and20; and Dec. 4, 5,11,18 and23; and at 2 p.m. Nov. 14, 21,and 28; and Dec. 5, 12, 19and 23. For more informa—tion and tickets, call the Cir—cuit Playhouse box office at726—4656.
TM presents The
Miracle Worker











These Russia bathing beauties are
Butch, left, and Mark.
In the Navy are Anthony, left, and
Derik, who enjoyed the evening.
 
His first time in drag, Iton, left, poses



















Gallery 10 is set for November
Gallery 10, WKNO‘s Art and Antiques Auction, will be
televised live on Channel 10 Nov. 5—8 to offer more than
450 items to the highest bidders. The auction hours are 6 to
10 p.m. Thursday, 6 p.m. to 1 a.m. on Friday and noon to 10
p.m. on Sunday for a total of 34 hours.
Z0o begins winter hours
The Memphis Zoo has began its winter hours of opera—
tion. They are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. with the last admission at
4:30 p.m. These hours will be in effect through February.
Davis—Kidd to host signing
Davis—Kidd Booksellers & Cafe will host a signing of An—
gels: Messengers ofLove and Grace on Nov. 21 from 1 to 3 p.m.
Replica ship to visit area
On Tuesday, Nov. 10, the "Nina," a replica of Colum—
bus‘ ship will open in Memphis. The ship will be docked at
the Memphis Queen Riverboat Line on Riverside Drive at
the foot of Union and Monroe, until her departure on Nov.
20. For information, call (284) 495—4618.
Davis—Kidd to host author
Susan Wittig Albert, author of the national best—selling
China Bayles mystery series, will sign books at Davis—Kidd
Booksellers & Cafe on Nov. 2 from 6:30 to 8 p.m. For more
information, call 683—9801.
Nursing open house is slated
The Methodist Hospital Schools of Nursing will host an
open house on Saturday, Nov. 14. Registration opens at 9:30
a.m. with the program beginning at 10 a.m. This program
will provide information to prospective students about the
one—year practical (LPN) and newly streamlined two—year
diploma (RN) nursing programs. For information and res—
ervations, call 726—8516.
Jingle Bell Run to begin holidays
The Jingle Bell RunForArthritis, presentedby Laurelwood
Shopping Center, willbe held Saturday, Nov. 21, at 8 a.m. Run—
ners and walkers can pre—register for $15 on Nov.. 20 from 7
a.m. to 7 p.m. at Gold‘s Gym in Laurelwood. For more infor—
mation, call 685—9060.
UofM to stage two plays
The University of Memphis‘ Department of Theatre and
Dance will stage The Real Inspector Hound and Death and the
Maiden in repertory on the mainstage, Nov. 13—22. For tick—
ets and information, call 678—2576.
Lindenwood to present concert
Lindenwood Concerts will present "Keyboards!, Key—
boards!, Keyboards!" on Nov. 13 at 7:30 p.m. in the sanctuary
of Lindenwood Christian Church, 2400 Union. Admission is
a donation of $10. Call 458—1652 for tickets and information.
MJCC plans exhibitions
As part of Israelfest 50, an art exhibit will open in the
Memphis Jewish Community Center Shainberg Gallery, 6560
Poplar, on Nov. 7 at 7:30 p.m. and will continue throughNov.
15. Then, Nov. 29 through Dec. 20, the MJCC‘s gallery will
feature "Judaic Illuminations and Calligraphy" by Yonah
Weinrib. On Nov. 29, Weinrib will present a gallery talk dis—
cussing his work. A reception will follow, and both are open
to the community. For more information, call 761—0810.
MJCC to present Bye Bye Birdie
The Memphis Jewish Community Center will present
Bye Bye Birdie Dec. 3 at 7:30 p.m., Dec. 5 and 12 at 7:30 p.m.
and Dec. 6 and 13 at 2:30 p.m. For tickets and information,
call 761—0810. f
MCA hosts special exhibit
Using current technology in the visual arts is the focus
of Memphis College of Art‘s exhibition "Visualizing
Digiteracy: Considering Current Technology." The exhibit
runs now through Nov. 14.
Metal museum to exhibit works —
The National Ornamental Metal Museum will host
"Benchmarkers: Women in Metal" beginningNov. 24 and run—
ning throughJan. 31, 1999. Formore information, call 774—6380.
Brooks hosts exhibit
The Memphis Arts Festival and Memphis Brooks Mu—
seum of Art are commemorating the 10th anniversary of
Arts in the Park through a special exhibition, "Arts in the











Celebrating 21 years of
being one of the most no—
table bands in the music in—
dustry, Air Supply will per—
form live in concert at Gold
Strike Casino Resort‘s Mil—
lennium Theatre Friday,
Nov. 13, at 9 p.m.
Given Air Supply‘s nu—
merous hits during the
years, it might come as a
surprise to learn that Air
Supply has released only
one "live" album, Greatest
Hits — Now & Forever This
greatest hits album is a cel—




their Giant Records album
with hit after hit, creating a
lasting testament to Air
Supply‘s enduring appeal.
The 12 songs included on
Greatest Hits — Now & Forever
are Air Supply classics such
as "Making Love Out Of
Nothing At All," "Lost In
Love," "Sweet Dreams,"
"The One That You Love,"
"All Out of Love" and "Al
ways." Also included on the
album is one new song,
"The Way I Feel."
"Every song has a certain
cadence," Graham said.
"One may lift the audience,
another may make them
emotional."
Exploring love‘s dimen—
sions and touching hearts
around the world has been
Air Supply‘s "mo" from the
beginning. "All Out of
Love," "Lost In Love," "The
One That You Love," "Mak—
ing Love Out Of Nothing At
All" and "Sweet Dreams"
are some of the many Top 5
hits the band has enjoyed
since 1975, when Australian—
born Russell and U.K. native
Graham met while appear—
ing together in anAustralian
production of Jesus Christ
Superstar Their 1976, debut
single, "Love and Other
Bruises," hit No. 2 in Aus—
tralia, and their debut album
turned gold in six weeks.
Once "Lost In Love" became
a worldwide hit in 1980, the
group‘s future success was
assured.
"Because of our empha—
sis on romance and melody,
people everywhere have re—
sponded to us," Russell said.
Air Supply to perform at Gold Strike
"It‘s awe—inspiring and
makes us appreciate the life
we‘ve been afforded."
Tickets to Air Supply‘s
Nov. 13 concert are $30 and
$25 and may be purchased
through the Millennium
Theatre Box Office, Ticket—
Master or charged by phone
at (901) 525—1515.

















   
Orderin the court! Recently reported in the May 1998 Massachusetts Bar Association Lawyers Journal, the follow—
ing are 22 questions actually asked by attorneys during trials and, in certain cases, the responses given by insightful
witnesses.
1. "Now doctor, isn‘t it true that when a person dies in
his sleep, he doesn‘t know about it until the next morn—
ing?"
2. "The youngest son, the twenty year old, how old is
he?"
3. "Were you present when your picture was taken?"
4. "Were you alone or by yourself?"
5. "Was it you or your younger brother who was killed
in the war?"
6. "Did he kill you?"
7. "How far apart were the vehicles at the time of the
collision?"
8. "You were there until the time you left, is that true?"
9. "How many times have you committed suicide?"
10. Q: "So the date of the conception (of the baby) was
August 8th?"
A. "Yes."
Q: "And what were you doing at that time?"
11. Q: "She had three children, right?"
A: "Yes."
Q: "How many were boys?"
A. "None."
Q: "Were there any girls?"
12. Q: "You say the stairs went down to the basement?"
A. "Yes."
Q: "And these stairs, did they go up also?"
13. Q: "Mr. Slatery, you went on a rather elaborate hon—
eymoon, didn‘t you?"
A: "I went to Europe; Sir."
Q: "And you took your new wife?"
14. Q: "How was your first marriage terminated?"
A. "By death."
Q: "And by whose death was it terminated?"
15. Q: "Can you describe the individual?"
A. "He was about medium height and had a beard."
Q: "Was this a male, or a female?"
16. Q: "Is your appearance here this morning pursuant
to a deposition notice which I sent to your attorney?"
A. "No, this is how I dress when I go to work."
17. Q: "Doctor, how many autopsies have you performed
on dead people?"
A: "All my autopsies are performed on dead people."
18 Q: "All your responses mustbe oral, OK? What school
did you go to?"
A. "Oral."
19. Q: "Do you recall the time that you examined the
body?"
A. "The autopsy started around 8:30p.m."
Q: "And Mr. Dennington was dead at the time?"
A. "No, he was sitting on the table wondering why I
was doing an autopsy."
20. Q: "You were not shot in the fracas?"
A. "No, I was shot midway between the fracas and the
navel."
21. Q: "Areyou qualified to give a urine sample?"
A: "I have been since early childhood."
22. Q: "Doctor, before you performed the autopsy, did
you check for a pulse?"
A. "No."
Q: "Did you check for blood pressure?"
A: "No."
Q: "Didyou check for breathing?"
A: "No."
Q: "So, then it is possible that the patient was alive when
you began the autopsy?"
A. "No."
Q: "How can you be so sure, Doctor?"
A. "Because his brain was sitting on my desk in a jar.
Q: "But could the patient have still been alive, neverthe—
less?"
A. "It is possible that he could have been alive and prac—
ticing law somewhere."
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CIS issues advice on melanoma, moles
For years, doctors have debated whether people with
large, abnormal moles on their bodies have an increased risk
of developing melanoma, a potentially deadly form of skin
cancer that is diagnosed in about 40,000Americans each year.
A team of researchers reported in the May 14, 1997, is—
sue of the Journal of the American Medical Association
(JAMA) that they have an answer. Based on the largest and
most definitive study ever to examine this issue, the scien—
tists found that people who have unusual moles are indeed
at increased risk for melanoma. They discovered, in fact,
that about half of the 738 people with melanoma in the
study had numerous, clearly—defined abnormal moles on
their bodies. The investigators noted that the risk was great—
est in people who also have extremely fair skin and heavy
freckling, a sign of excessive sun exposure.
The scientists also reported a strong risk of melanoma
in people age 50 and older that had many abnormal moles
on their bodies. Because people stop developing or lose
moles by middle age, the investigators said this finding
suggests a possible profile of middle—aged and older people
whoare most likely to develop melanoma.
Given the strength of their data, the researchers indi—
cated that doctors might want to routinely evaluate the
moles and freckling patterns of their patients, especially
those with fair complexions. They said this would be an
efficient and inexpensive way to identify people who
should limit their time in the sun and receive regular test—
ing for skin cancer.
"Melanoma rates are rising throughout the world," said
Margaret Tucker, M.D., a scientist at the National Cancer
Institute and the lead author of the paper. "This study pro—
vides a basic profile of people who are at most risk of de—
veloping melanoma, opening the door for earlier preven—
tion and detection strategies."
An estimated one out of every 10 Americans has at least
one abnormal mole, or dysplastic nevus. These moles are
larger than common moles, with borders that are irregular
and poorly defined. Dysplastic nevi also vary in color, rang—
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ing from tan to dark brown shades on a pink background.
The linkbetween dysplastic moles and melanoma was first
reported in the 1970s, when scientists observed that members
of a melanoma—prone family had numerous large, abnormal
moles on theirbodies. By the early 1980s, researchers also noted
that some people without any family history of melanoma
had dysplastic nevi, raising the question of whether thesein—
dividuals are at increased risk for skin cancer. f
Subsequent workhas largely confirmed this association.
In fact, several small studies have suggested that dysplas—
tic nevi could account for 29 percent to 49 percent of
nonfamilial melanoma. Other studies have indicated that _
people who have numerous abnormal moles could have
as great as a sevenfold increased risk for melanoma.
The study reported in the journal involved nearly 1,800
people— 738 people diagnosed with melanoma and 1,030
people without the disease — who were examined prima—
rily at the Melanoma Clinic of the University of California
at San Francisco and the Pigmented Lesion Clinic of the
University of Pennsylvania.
 
Ask the CIS is produced by the Region 9 Cancer Information Service
(CIS), which serves Kentucky, Arkansas and Tennessee. The CIS is a
program of the National Cancer Institute. Call the CIS between 9 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m. local time at (800) 4—CANCER
944 South Cooper Street
(901) 272—2777
To find out about adopting a cat, call TODAY
Operating on donations of
money and supplies, the
House ofMews is a commu—
nity servicefeline sanctuary
run by agroup ofvolunteers
called the Puddy Tat Protec—
tors. Part oftheir mission is
to rescue, careforandadopt
homeless cats in the area.









What about ‘that talk‘ with your children?
Many experts agree that
the more information kids
have about sex, the better
decisions they will make
about their sexuality.
Parents, by example, and
through more formal dis—
cussions, are children‘s pri—
mary teachers when it
comes to sex education.
How you touch your child,
what you say, how you deal
with relationships, are les—
sons that begin early. But,
what kinds of things should
you tell your children about
sex, and when should you
tell them?
Here are some tips from
Planned Parenthood:
1. Set good examples that
show kids how our lives are
enriched by our values.
2. Reassure them that
they‘re normal.
3. Build their self—esteem
— credit them for their tal—
ents, personalities and ac—
complishments.
4. Respect your teenag—
ers‘ privacy as much as you
value your own. Do not pry.
5. Use correct names for
sex organs and sexual be—
haviors.
6. Take advantage of
"teachable moments." A
friend‘s pregnancy, neigh—
borhood gossip, and TV
shows can help start a con—
versation.
7 Give accurate, honest,
short andsimple answers.
8. Admit when you don‘t
know an answer. You can
help kids find the answer in
a book or in other resources.
9. Accept questions like
"how old do you have to be
to have sex?" at face value.
This doesn‘t necessarily
mean, "I‘m thinking about
having sex. What should I
do?" Questions about sex
are often attempts to under—
stand a family‘s values.
10. Let your kids know
that you‘re available, and
make it a habit to share what
you think and feel.
11. Ask questions even if
your kids don‘t — questions
about what they think and
what they know.
12. Be clear about your
own feelings and values and
figure out what you want to
say about them before you
speak. Talking with a
spouse, friend or someone
else we trust can help you
clarify your message. It can
also give you the confidence
you need to talk with your
children.
13. Use teens‘ mistakes as
positive opportunities for
learning — criticizing, nag—
ging, lecturing or shouting
won‘t help themlearn.
14. Let your body lan—
guage, facial expressions
and tone of voice support
what you say with words.
15. Get to know the world
in which your kids live.
What pressures are they
feeling? What do they con—
sider normal? If you show
interest in their activities
and friends, they‘ll know
you care and want to be a
part of their lives.
For more information,
call Planned Parenthood at
(800) 669—0156.
Pink Palace to host Dinosaur Babies November 21
 
The Memphis Pink Palace Museum is opening its doors
to fun learning opportunities for the kids on Saturday, Nov.
21, from 1 to 3 p.m.
For ages 4—K, there is Dinosaur Babies. See a baby dino
"hatching" out of its egg, create your own dinosaur nest
and eggs to take home, and find out what it would be like
to be a dinosaur baby with a dinosaur mom. Compare your
tooth with a T—Rex‘s, touch real dinosaur fossils, check out
dinosaur footprints and get a special tour of the Dinosaur
Discoveries exhibit.
Dinosaur Safari is for grades 1 and 2. Put on a pith hel—
met and pretend to go back in time to explore the land of
dinosaurs. Get a special tour of Dinosaur Discovers, learn
what dinosaurs look and sound like, what they eat andhow
they fight. Examine dinosaur bones, measure the length of
Diplodocus and feel the tooth of a T—Rex.
And for grades three to six, Jr. Paleontologist is the theme.
Excavate a mock fossil site as you learn how paleontolo—
gists dig down into the earth to uncover the past, what tools
they use and what fossils tell us about ancient life forms
and environments. Clean, prepare and observe actual fos—
sils millions of years old and put together a collection to
take home. Get a behind—the—scenes look at the museum‘s
fossil Prep Lab.
Fees for each of these adventures is $10 for museum sys—
tem members and $12 for non—members. Advance regis—
tration and payment are required. Call (901) 320—6362 for
more information or reservations.
 












Cinderella to be staged
Playhouse on the Square will present Rodgers and
Hammerstein‘s Cinderella—a dazzling new holiday musi—
cal on stage Nov. 6 through Jan. 3.
The timeless tale unfolds, updated with splendid
Rodgers and Hammerstein songs and laced with a special
touch of humor. Wooden puppets will add a new and in—
teresting dimension to this much loved holiday classic.
For more information, tickets and show times, call the
Playhouse on the Square box office at 726—4656. In addi—
tion, there will be a Pay What You Can night for this show.
Children‘s Museum to
Celebrate the Arts
Children can get a taste for the arts Nov. 14 and 15 at
Celebrate the Arts! at The Children‘s Museum ofMemphis.
Presented with the center for Arts Education, the event is a
collaboration between The Children‘s Museum of Mem—
phis, Ballet Memphis, Memphis Symphony Orchestra, Play—
house on the Square and Theatre Memphis.
Performances created just for kids two years old and up
by some of Memphis‘ finest performing arts organizations
will begin every half—hour from 11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m., Satur—
day, Nov. 14, and 1 to 3 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 15. Families will
be able to register to win tickets to holiday performances.
The event will include a series of fun, interactive lec—
ture/demonstrations from The Nutcrackerby Ballet Mem—
phis, a walk through the instruments with the Memphis
Symphony Orchestra, scenes fromCinderella by Playhouse
on the Square and scenes from TarHeel Tales by Theatre
Memphis‘ ShoWagon. Children can dance, sing and act
during the event as well as meet the dancers, actors and
musicians. Parents will be able to get a copy of the bro—
chure, "Tips on How to Enjoy Performing Arts with Kids."
The event is made possible by the Memphis Arts Coun—
cil and is sponsored by Memphis Parent.
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HIV/AIDS — Is the Black church failing?
RY SHARON DORRINS
TRI—STATE DEFENDER WRITER
"Sister Mary I can‘t allow you to keep teaching Sunday
school to the children. Why, the way you hug and kiss all
those little ones, they‘ll soon have HIV." "Brother Jones,
I‘m sorry but you can‘t fry the chicken anymore for our
Sunday church dinners. Why, you‘ll infect the whole con—
gregation with AIDS using those pots and pans and dishes
and silverware."
"Deacon Williams, you mustn‘t serve the communion
cup anymore. Why, the way you sneeze all the time, the
cup of Christ will soon be the cup of AIDS." "Usher Clara,
I‘m relieving you of your attendance duties in the women‘s
rest room. Why, some of our fine ladies might get AIDS
from the toilet seat." "Please Treasurer Boyd, don‘t use the
telephone or copier or computer anymore, your hands will
leavethat disease on them." "Do I get an Amen church?
Why, these people have been cursed of God for their sinful
lives. They broughtthis thing on themselves. Why, I say let
them be gone from us, lest they infect us, right church?"
"Amen, preacher, whatever you say. You know the word
and what to do."
Sound theological principles? Accurate analysis of HIV
and AIDS transmission? Let answers come forth from the
words of Jesus, health care providers and pastors who re—
ally care.
Jesus calls on us to respond with love to everyone, espe—
cially those who are suffering.
Rev. Kenneth S. Robinson (minister and physician, St.
Andrews A.M.E. Church, startedAIDS ministry June 1997),
"I think the church ought to be about embodying a minis—
try of healing, sharing hope for those who are affected by
the disease, and support for individuals who are infected
by the virus. There ought to be understanding of the modes
of transmission, effective prevention approaches, a theo—
logical basis for loving the individual while sometimes dis—
approving the behaviors that increase the risks for contract—
ing the disease."
Rev Herbert Lester (Centenary United Methodist
Church), "The church‘s role in the fight against AIDS is to
respond to human needs in all of its facets, as God leads
us. There is a great need for education, for encouragement,
for tearing down walls of ignorance and the building up of
relationships."
. People with HIV and AIDS have many emotional and
spiritual needs. The more one learns about HIV and AIDS,
the better one is able to respond with love.
Sheila Tankersley (founder, executive director, Loving
Arms), "We meet the needs of women and children. All of
our clients are African American, most from the inner city.
We transport clients to meet medical appointments, arrange
outings for children, give respite care in the home, at St.
Jude and LeBonheur hospitals, where we are on call, re—
lieving caregivers. Many of our clients have no pastoral or
spiritual support. I‘d like to see the church become more
involved with people; I believe that the church should ex—
press the teachings of Christ, and that‘s letting go of judg—
ment and loving unconditionally, as we do here at Loving
Arms."
Mary Alice Brake (Prescott Memorial Baptist Church),
"We started our AIDS ministry in the 1980s. As we learned
what to do, webegan to train other churches. Wehave been
a part of RAIN (Regional AIDS Interfaith Network). I feel
that the church needs to educate people, helping them to
understand this health problem."
Pastor John Glaze (Golden United Methodist Church,
chairman, African American Pastors Consortium on HIV
andAIDS orAAPCHA), "The role of the church is the same
as always, we are a healing body, and God wants His people
to be whole and healed from all sickness, and AIDS is a
sickness. Unfortunately, we have some in the church who
look upon AIDS as coming as result of sin that has been
committedby those who have it and feel consequently that
it is deserved. They ought to have it, many feel, but all sick—
ness is a result of sin, it doesn‘t matter how you got it or
whose fault it is. The Black church is the strongest institu—
tion in the community andAIDS is a leading problem. How
can the Black church be silent, for this disease is decimat—
ing our community, not just the homosexual community?
Right now this disease‘s victims are Black female hetero—
sexuals and our babies. The church is to heal and comfort
as Christians, but people are afraid to tell their pastor. If
you can‘t go to the church for help, where can you go? Jesus
spent his ministry among the sick and sinners. Yes, the
church should preach abstinence before marriage, but in
this real world, we have to say, use protection."
Carole Dickens, RN, MS, CHES, (manager of Commu—
nity Health Education and Promotions, the Med, coordi—
nator AAPCHA), "As powerful and influential as the
church is, it can‘t do it alone. In 1995, Rev. Alvin O. Jack—
son, former senior pastor of Mississippi Boulevard Chris—
tian Church, organized the African American Pastors Con—
sortium on HIV and AIDS. The MED is a partner in this.
We held our third education and leadership conference at
Berean Baptist Church in April. One of the reasons wejoined
AAPCHAis because the MED offers an Adult Special Care
Center to people infected with HIV. Basically our services
include counseling, social service, mental health referrals
and promotions of healthy lifestyles. Adults and adoles—
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cents can expect treatment based on individual needs and
privacy. There is a serious problem of denial of this virus in
our city. We don‘t want it here, we stigmatize those who
have it, we say they deserve it; but there are many in the
church who have it and are affected by it, and feel that the
church has looked the other way. If people cannot go to the
church for solace, where can they go? Those infected and
__ affected by it need spiritual support. AIDS is fatal. There is
__ nothing worse than to die alone. Hopefully our partner—
ship with AAPCHA can touch the lives of those infected
and affected. We truly believe that the church can made
__ the difference."
Rev. Patricia Synder (associate pastor, Idlewild Presby—
__ terian Church), "For over 15 years I have been involved
__ with AIDS ministry. It was the 1980s and the church liter—
 
ally was not addressing what was happening with the dis—
covery of AIDS. I was in the seminary at the time, when I
was one of the first four persons in the country chosen for
an AIDS internship with AIDS Atlanta. It was very clear to
all four of us that the only response the church currently
was making then was to condemn those with the disease.
Now, we the church, are more educated and enlightened.
My viewpoint has always been that the only way to ad—
dress any person with an illness is with compassion, which
is the bedrock of what a church ought to be about. There—
fore, it is appropriate for the church to address the physi—
cal, mental, emotional and spiritual needs of humankind.
People with HIV/AIDS have those needs like all of us, but
in a particular way. At Idlewild Presbyterian Church, we
have two on—going programs that meet the needs of the
__ HIV/AIDS infected. Our Peacemaking Committee is a
member of RAIN, Corrine Adams is the coordinator. Also,
every Tuesday at 5:30 p.m., we hold a Service of Whole—
_ ness, and supper, too, for a nominal fee. About a year ago
we were stunned at Idlewild to be told that our particular
| — zip code, at that time, had the highest number of HIV/AIDS
cases in Tennessee. Thus began our Service of Wholeness,
which by the way all people, no matter their needs, are
welcome. This is a service to meet the needs of all who seek
Christ‘s healing power and grace."
E. Jean Massey (Mississippi Blvd. Christian Church
Counseling Center), "The church ought to be addressing
AIDS from the pulpit, from Bible study classes, from Sun—
day school. Instead, the church for the most part is in de—
nial about AIDS in this community. The church should be
providing education for prevention of AIDS; the church
should be teaching love, compassion and understanding
for those persons infected and affected by HIV and AIDS.
As a member of the African American Pastors Consortium
on HIV and AIDS we are trying to educate the community
from page 32
and encourage other churches to start their ownAIDS min—
istries."
Rev. Burton Carley (First Unitarian Church, the Church
of the River), "Our faith affirms that a purpose of the church
is to deal with the whole person, which includes mind,body
and spirit. This means that human sexuality is included in ,
the life of the spirit. In our tradition, education and values
in the area of human sexuality are taught. Part of the con—
tinuing ignorance about HIV/AIDS is thatit is the result of
homosexuality and promiscuousness only. Jesus went
among the lepers and social outcasts of His day. What
Would Jesus DO? He would minister tothe people."
Joyce Mackey (director, Regional AIDS Interfaith Net—
work or RAIN), "There is still a lot of ignorance and fear
about AIDS in the Black community. Because of this fear,
African Americans are losing family ties, church ties. Many
~
are branded as unworthy of being loved. It is important for..
the church to become actively involved, setting the pace
for the community, bringing love and understanding. But
when it comes to certain issues, the church verbalizes, and
won‘t do God‘s work. The church is not embracing all of
its people. The church doesn‘t want to understand what is
happening. If the church would embrace all people, then it
would learn about AIDS, and this would begin to dispel
the great fear that exists. If we can‘t go to church and wor—
ship God no matter what our human condition, then what
can we expect from the outside world in terms of under—
standing and compassion."
Next month: AIDS: The Incarcerated
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This is what the wall at One More Bar looks





% Goofing around for the camera are Fran and
Krazi Beckii shows off her Carrie.
handiwork.
 
Entertaining at One More Bar are Susan, left, and Gwin.
 
Lisa and Kenny enjoy the festivities.
 
B.J. Hefner at the mic
again.
 
"Anyone want a beer?" Pam asks.
 
MTVcamera crew visits Backstreet —
MTV was in Memphis in October, but not just for their were chosen, Malnard said they were "three people with a
week—long Sports and Music Festival held downtown. monogamous relationship."
Late in the night on Oct. 1, MTV pulled their vans into The threesome, whose names MTV declined to release,
the parking lot of Backstreet Memphis. Pete Wilkinson, consists of two men and one woman. Apparently this hy— .
MTV producer, and his film crew chose Backstreet to film a brid heterosexual relationship allows sex between each of
segment of their upcoming documentary "Sex in the 90s." the men and the womanbut the men do not share each other.
The subject of this documentary, according to Marny Why Backstreet? These three like to frequent Backstreet
Malnard, publicist for MTV, is group relationships. to enjoy the drag shows, MTV reported.
Three Memphis area young adults were chosen from the According to Malnard, "Sex in the 90s" is scheduled to
Internet as subjects for the film. When asked why these three air on MTV on Nov. 21.
Beverly Hills performs. A
  
 
MTV camera crew films threesome for 
"Sex in the ‘90s" documenta. f
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._ Scorpio (Oct. 24—Nov. 22) — Plans should be kept secret
involving only those directly concerned. New birthday sea—
son begins. Harmonious aspects indicate agreements are
possible if you‘re not too set in your ways.
Sagittarius (Nov. 23—Dec. 21) — This is the time for new
social— or work—related groups if you want support from
others. A wish may soon be granted. Take time for relax—
ation and don‘t let others get to you.
Capricorn (Dec. 22—Jan. 20) — Advancement maycome
in the form of business or social contacts. New Moon in
career sector is a sign of good things to come. Concentrate
on your social life. Trust your intuition, but don‘t always
believe what you think you see.
Aquarius (Jan. 21—Feb. 19) — Moon‘s new phase should
bring new opportunitiesfor ventures with people from far—
away places. Become computer literate. A woman may
bring you to the right people. ,
— Pisces. (Feb. 20—March 20) — With a New Moon in your
investment sector, new and better things could be around
the corner. It is time to mix business with pleasure and ex—
citing, new romantic encounters are in the stars.
Aries (March 21—April 20) — Close relationships should
work well now. Business partnerships also can become
more rewarding. A partner may get good news regarding
an investment matter.
Taurus (April 21—May 21) —New methods at work could
get the attention of bosses. Focus on meaningful relation—
 
ships including business partnerships. A friend may pro—
vide an opportunity for a new romance. Just be careful
where that new romance comes from.
Gemini (May 22—June 21) — Pleasant activities involv—
ing romance, social good times and even speculation are
on your star agenda. Expect some type of reward in the
near future. Creativity can bring some extra dollars.
Cancer (June 22—July 23) — Focus may be on real estate
and domestic matters. Home crafts bringnew interestsand
seasonal money—makers. Conditions are right for reunit—
ing with a loved one or a new love depending on your cir—
cumstances.
Leo (July 24—Aug. 23) — Focus on short trips, neighbors
and close family ties. This is a time to let go of old griev—
ances. Those who are creative may be destined to trans—
form talents into home money—makers.
Virgo (Aug. 24—Sep. 23) — Money—making ideas should
be explored. With self—confidence success will be yours.
New opportunities may unfold through a woman interested c
in your success.
Libra (Sep. 24—Oct. 23) — If you‘re looking to bring new
people, places or things into your life, the "force" is with
you now. A woman may bring social introductions which
may move your personal ambitions forward.
 
Editor‘s Note: Horoscopes are meant for entertainment
purposes only and arefor the month ofNovember.
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No Administrative or Ticketing
Fees
Free Corporate Delivery of tickets
Lowest Available Fare at Ticketing
24 Hour Problem Resolution
Extended Hours of Operation
      
      
Superior Customer Service
  






2090 Overton Square Lane
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—3388
  
 
 
 
 
